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Slow-to-Materialize Millennial Homeownership a Massive Opportunity
By Daren Blomquist, Executive Editor

At 31 years of age Alex Sifakis is smack
dab in the middle of the millennial
demographic, but unlike others in his
generation he is not wrestling with any
angst over homeownership.
To the contrary he is using that angst
to his advantage as a real estate investor.
“There are still people that are going
to want that big house with a white picket
fence,” said Sifakis, president of JWB Real
Estate Capital, a real estate investment
and management company in Jacksonville,
Fla. “There is still going to be a demand for
it, I just think it’s going to be a decreased
demand over the next 10 or 20 years.”
Sifakis said his company — which
provides turnkey rental investment
properties to working professionals as
about 80 percent of its business and fixes
and flips properties to owner-occupants

for the other 20 percent of its business
— is not abandoning the suburbs as an
investing strategy, but is looking to catch
the first wave of what Sifakis expects to
be a growing trend back toward the urban
core of Jacksonville as more millennials —
those aged from the early 20s to as old as
the mid-30s, depending on whom is asked
— form households and need a place to
live.
“We’ve been investing a lot in
downtown Jacksonville. … We bought 40
lots in downtown Jacksonville. … I think
long-term people are going to be moving
from the suburbs to downtown,” said
Sifakis, who himself is considering a move
back into downtown Jacksonville. “We
know that millennials want to live in an
urban, walkable environment. I think that
a lot of areas are going to see an urban
resurgence. “
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One of the more urban, walkable neighborhoods
already experiencing resurgence in Jacksonville is the
Riverside neighborhood southwest of downtown along
the St. Johns River, Sifakis said. In hot neighborhoods like
Riverside or close to the beach the price point is too high
to buy rentals, according to Sifakis, who said his rule of
thumb for Jacksonville is to buy properties under $150,000
as rentals and over $150,000 as fix-and-flips to owneroccupants.
Although millennials may at some point in the future
become homeowners in those markets, right now many of
them are renters first.
“The vast majority of them are renting first. People
when they are coming straight out of college normally don’t
have the resources or the knowledge to buy a house,” said
Sifakis, who started fixing and flipping houses straight out
of college because he “didn’t want to get a real job.”
5.5 Million Might-Be Homeowners
That rent-first pattern bears out in data from the U.S.
Census Bureau, which shows homeownership rates
among the under-35 population at 36.2 percent in the first
quarter of 2014, the lowest since the first quarter of 1994

— the furthest back the Census time series goes for this
metric.
Over those last 20 years, the average homeownership
rate for the under-35 demographic is 39.9 percent,
according to the Census data. With more than 147 million
in that age range, the deficit of 3.7 percentage points below
long-term averages in the first quarter represents nearly
5.5 million potential homeowners whose homeownership
has at best been delayed if not permanently deferred.
“Most people aren’t buying properties before they are
28. … That’s four to six years of renting,” said Sifakis of the
trend toward delayed homeownership with millennials.
And while millennnials in many markets are moving
away from the suburbs and into the urban core, real estate
investors like Sifakis are wise to take a balanced approach
that doesn’t throw the baby out with the bathwater.
“It’s not that we’re not buying properties in the
suburbs; there is still an extreme demand for them,” he
said. “But I think long-term people are going to be moving
into the cities, which means greater return on investments
in the inner cities.”

UNDER AGE 35 U.S. HOMEOWNERSHIP RATE

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Census data analyzed
by RealtyTrac shows that trend
happening with the millennial
cohort in cities like Jacksonville,
where the core urban county
of Duval saw a 19 percent
increase from 2007 to 2013 in
the population born between
1977 and 1992. Meanwhile the
suburban counties surrounding
Jacksonville — St. Johns, Clay,
Nassau and Baker — all saw
decreases in the millennial
population during the same time
period.
Delayed Gratification in Denver
The longer-term play toward
millennials as homeowners is a
reality in Denver, according to
Chad Ochsner, owner and broker
of record for the region’s RE/MAX
Alliance brokerage, even though
Continued Next Page
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DENVER MILLENNIAL TRENDS

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, RealtyTrac

Denver County has seen one of the biggest increases in
the millennial population since 2007.

important to them and their needs because they are going
to be a huge part of our business.”

RealtyTrac’s analysis shows Denver County with a 58
percent increase in the millennial population between
2007 and 2013 — the fifth biggest increase during that
time period among counties with an overall population
of 100,000 or more, behind Arlington County, Va., and
Alexandria City, Va., in the Washington, D.C. metro area,
Orleans Parish in New Orleans, and San Francisco County.

A big part of that responsiveness involves quickly
responding via the avenues of communication preferred
by millennials, including social media.
“They may be making purchasing decisions based
on social media so if you are absent or irrelevant that
could be detrimental,” Ochsner said, adding that video
is an important communication avenue for millennials,
something his company has intentionally worked to shore
up specifically with millennials in mind.
Continued Next Page

“They are going to get married, they are going to
have kids, they are going to want a home, maybe just
not as soon as previous generations,” said Ochsner of
millennnials, noting that the upward trend in
millennial buyers is already beginning, slowly
Chad Ochsner
but surely. “We are working with quite a few
Broker/Owner
millennial buyers. We’re seeing that gradually
RE/MAX Alliance Brokerage
increase as they are slowly finding jobs.”
Denver, Colo.
Although some real estate agents may think
millennials are becoming homeowners at a
They are going to
frustratingly slow pace, those agents ignore the
get married, they are going
generation at their peril, according to Ochsner.
to have kids, they are
going to want a home,
“We know with their massive size that they
maybe just not as soon as
clearly are the future with homeownership
previous generations.
creation,” he said. “We have to respond to what’s
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“Video is one of the languages that millennials use,
so we are looking to partner with companies so that we
have videos on our listings, we have market update videos.
Those are things that are going to be appealing to them.”
Although Ochsner sees ample potential for real estate
agents willing to cater to millennials, he
acknowledged the big payoff in terms of
business may not come for several years.
“They’re not absent. We’re just
anticipating that there will be a greater
increase in the years to come,” he said,
noting that student loan debt along with
the impact of the recession — both on the
millennials directly and in some cases on
their parents who may have lost a home —
are major hurdles to homeownership. “Just
timing-wise they got clobbered. A majority
of them do have student loan debts. Many
of them didn’t find jobs right out of college
and had to move in with mom and dad,
leaving them jaded a bit.”
Still Ochsner remains bullish on
the prospect of millennials becoming
homeowners in greater numbers, even if
that takes longer than it did for previous
generations.
“A majority of them are saying I have a
job; I don’t really love it. I’m commitmentphobic at the moment. If something better
comes a long I might take,” he said of why
many millennials are not taking the plunge
into homeownership. “But we’re optimistic
because we know at some point that will
change and they will buy homes.”

attitudes of its rental customers.
“The market has institutionalized and it’s clear that
we can own these homes forever, or at least for the long
term,” said Beasley, who said the company now owns
about 8,500 homes in the REIT and another 4,000 in its
private fund. “So we’ve designed our
programs to reflect that we are now more
long-term stewards of those assets.”
Beasley said surveys the company
conducted back in 2009 and 2010
indicated that Waypoint customers
viewed renting as a stepping stone to
first-time homeownership or a return to
homeownership for those who had lost
their homes during the Great Recession.

Gary Beasely
Co-CEO and Chairman
Waypoint Homes

The market has
institutionalized and
it’s clear that we can own
these homes forever,
or at least for the long
term.So we’ve designed
our programs to reflect
that we are now more
long-term stewards
of those assets.

Pay for What You Consume
Gary Beasely isn’t so sure homeownership will recover its
appeal for the millennial generation.
Beasley is Co-CEO and Chairman of Waypoint Homes,
a company that buys and leases single family homes en
masse across the country. Beasley said Waypoint, which
joined forces with Starwood Property Trust to form a
single family real estate investment trust in October 2013,
has pivoted from its original shorter-term strategy of
holding homes for about five years because of the shifting

“But over time as we built the
company and got thousands and
thousands of residents in our homes,
it became clear that more people were
just happy with renting,” he said, noting
those attitudes extend across multiple
generations. “A lot of people, whether it is
millennials, or the (previous) generation,
they like the flexibility of renting.”
Beasley said many of Waypoint’s
clients are viewing leasing a home like
leasing a car, where they just “pay for what
you consume.” And although Waypoint’s
typical renter is in his or her 40s, Beasley
said more millennials are becoming
customers and buying into the concept of
renting for the longer term.

“I just generally think that this cohort,
given some of the general characteristics about them, will
tend to see renting as a more viable alternative for longer
than other generations before them,” he said, noting that
many millennials saw parents and grandparents burned
by homeownership. “I think that perspective from that
generation is something we really haven’t ever seen. We’ve
never seen a national home price correction, ever.”
Waypoint buys and rents single family homes almost
exclusively, according to Beasley, who expects millennials
to become a growing piece of the company’s clientele as
they reach life milestones that cause them to be more
Continued Next Page
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interested in living in a home rather than an apartment.
“Once these millinnials get married and have kids it’s
difficult for them to live in an apartment,” he said. “They
want schools, they want a dog, they want a garage, and
single family homes offer that. … I think a meaningful
percentage will choose to rent.”
Outbid in Ohio
Companies like Waypoint are part of a self-fulfilling trend
pushing more millennials away from homeownership and
into rentals, even in markets that are quite affordable for
first-time buyers, according to Michael Mahon, executive
vice president/broker at HER Realtors, covering the
Columbus, Cincinnati and Dayton markets in Ohio.

communities should be giving every advantage possible to
the owner-occupant homebuyer — even if it is a millennial
saddled with substantial student loan debt.
“If you have folks that are investing in their education
and taking on that student loan debt … I think there should
be some consideration from the lending industry that
recognizes these folks,” he said, mentioning lower interest
rates as one possibility. “Those are the types of people that
they would want as employees for their company, and in
order for them to be long-time employees they need to
become established in the community. And the best way
to be established in the community is to own a home.”

“The cash buyers and institutional investors are
zapping up a lot of the first-time homebuyer inventory
when it does become available,” said Mahon, explaining
that millennials are often competing in multiple-offer
situations against cash and institutional buyers who are
“not messing around” and give ultimatums like “you’ve
only got two hours to respond.”

Mahon said millennials are moving into Ohio
thanks to more jobs across the state, particularly in the
financial insurance industry, medical services industry
and automotive industry. He said both Toyota and Honda
have recently added jobs in Cincinnati, a Honda plant near
Columbus added 400 jobs, and the Cleveland Clinic, Ohio
State Medical Center in Columbus and Bethesda North
Hospital in Cincinnati are all growing job sources in the
medical industry.

“When you’re dealing with that millennial in that
multiple-offer situation, you’re dealing with someone
who still has a lot of that college debt, and so they’re not
going to be as aggressive in negotiations as that cash
buyer is, which puts them at a little bit of a disadvantage,”
he said, adding that lenders and other stakeholders in

According to the RealtyTrac analysis of Census data,
Franklin County — the central urban county in Columbus,
Ohio — saw a 22 percent increase in millennials between
2007 and 2013, the biggest increase by far of any Ohio
County. The central urban county in Cleveland — Cuyahoga
County — and the central urban county in Cincinnati —
Continued Next Page
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Source: U.S. Census Bureau, RealtyTrac
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Hamilton County — both saw single-digit percentage
increases in millennial population during the same time
period, but the other 19 Ohio counties that were part of the
analysis all saw a decrease in their millennial population.
Mahon said millennials are attracted
to downtown Columbus because of
the combination of lifestyle and easy
commutes back out to family in the
suburbs.
“I can be in downtown Columbus
Ohio where all the nightlife is but I can be
back to mom and dad’s in 10 minutes,”
he said, giving a millennials perspective.
When they move to Ohio, millennials
find home prices quite affordable. A
RealtyTrac affordability analysis of
counties with a population of 100,000 or
more found that median income earners
in 20 Ohio counties would need to spend
just 13 percent of their monthly income
on a median-priced home in the second
quarter of 2014. That compares to an
average of 20 percent of income needed
to buy a median-priced home among
351 counties nationwide. Meanwhile,
median income earners in the 20 Ohio
counties would need to spend 23 percent
of their monthly income to rent a threebedroom home on average.
But
despite
that
favorable
affordability climate, Mahon still believes
it will be several years before the
millennial demographic begins to have
a significant impact on the Ohio housing
market.

move up to their next home.”
Priced Out of Southern California
The deck is stacked even more against millennial
homeownership in high-priced markets, according to
Chris Pollinger, senior vice president of
sales at First Team Real Estate, covering
Southern California. Pollinger noted that
unlike many other parts of the country it’s
not cheaper to buy than rent in Southern
California because of the sky-high home
prices.
“You have to put down at least 20
percent to get close to that,” he said, noting
that many millennials don’t have the
wherewithal to put down 20 percent.

Michael Mahon
Executive Vice President/Broker
HER Realtors
Columbus, Ohio

When you’re dealing
with that millennial
in that multiple-offer
situation, you’re dealing
with someone who still
has a lot of that college
debt, and so they’re not
going to be as aggressive
in negotiations as that
cash buyer is, which puts
them at a little bit of a
disadvantage.

“I think it will have a positive impact on the housing
market for the future, but unfortunately I think we’re three
to four years out until millennials have an opportunity
to pay down their debt,” he said, noting that tepid
homeownership rates among millennials is a concern for
the overall housing market. “It’s an important piece of
the market because it defines our first-time homebuyer
piece of the market. So their lack of ability to purchase is
definitely affecting our move-up buyers and their ability to

“We see a lot of the millennials coming
into the market with low down payment
loans … that’s where we get into the debtto-income ratio issues,” he continued,
referring to the new debt-to-income ratios
required for a qualified mortgage by the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
under the Dodd-Frank bill signed into law
in 2010.
In many cases, the maximum debtto-income ratio allowed to qualify for
a qualified mortgage is 43 percent,
something that poses a challenge for
millennials juggling sizable student loan
debt and lower-paying jobs.
“If they’re coming out with 60
thousand in student loan debt, that’s a
pretty substantial payment on a monthly
basis that is really impacting the ability to
pay a mortgage,” Pollinger noted.

One nascent trend Pollinger highlighted was
millennials who leave Southern California for a season to
save and bulk up their resume before returning to find
a higher-paying job that may allow them to purchase a
home.
“People are tending to get started somewhere else,”
he said, noting Arizona, Texas and Colorado are popular
Continued Next Page
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Chris Pollinger
Senior Vice President of Sales
First Team Real Estate
Irvine, Calif.
Over the next five to
10 years we’re really going
to start seeing millennials hit
the system. And it will change
everything. We’ve got to strip
back and look at it with a
different set of eyes.
destinations for these millennials. “Now their income is up,
their resume is a little bit fatter, so they can get back into
this market.”
Pollinger added that the returning millennials often
still need assistance from family, and he’s seeing more
instances where that assistance involves millennials taking
ownership of a home owned by an older-generation
family member like a parent or grandparent through

an intra-family transfer. This allows them to
take advantage of the lower property tax base
established by the older generation on that
property thanks to California’s Prop 13 law,
which caps increases on property taxes. Once
they own the home along with its equity, the new
millennial owners can then qualify to refinance
the home and take out cash, which can go to
the older generation to use toward a downsized
residence.

Although millennials will make their impact
on Southern California homeownership later
than other, more affordable markets, Pollinger
said that impact will be game changing when it comes.
“Over the next five to 10 years we’re really going to
start seeing millennials hit the system. And it will change
everything,” he said, cautioning real estate agents not to
overlook this coming trend. “We’ve got to strip back and
look at it with a different set of eyes. Our average agent is
in their mid-50s, and the average millennial that is entering
in this market is in their mid-20s.”

MARKETS WITH BIGGEST INCREASE IN MILLENNIALS
% Change in Millennials Population from 2007 to 2013

Arlington County, Virginia
Alexandria city, Virginia
Orleans Parish, Lousiana
San Francisco County, California
Denver County, Colorado
Montgomery County, Tennessee
Hudgson County, New Jersey
New York County, New York
Multnomah County, Oregon
Davidson County, Tennessee
District of Columbia, District of Columbia
King County, Washington
Mecklenburg County, North Carolina
Richmond city, Virginia
Orange County, Florida

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, RealtyTrac
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Regional Demographic Forecaster

Millennials Haven’t Done Much So Far, But They Will Boost
Home Buying Shortly
Economic factors, such as
unemployment or interest
rates, aside there are several
demographic factors that
explain why today’s housing
market is so sluggish. The
downward trends in the
marriage rate, birth rate and
household formation, all of
which result in fewer people
changing their residence, have
a dampening effect on home
sales. (Please see Chart 1
below for trajectory of marriage and birth rates.)
Most importantly there has been no increase in
household formation among young adults under age 40
over the past five years. Even though there was a small 2
percent rise in the number of adults ages 18 to 39 over
the past five years there was a slight 0.6 percent drop in
the number of households under age 40. All the decline
was among families.
The most important household type for home sales
— young married couples with children — have declined
sharply. Over the past five years young married couple
with children households have
dropped 11 percent. There are 1.35
million fewer married couples with
children under age 40 today than
there were five years ago.

five years. Non-family households often break up after a
few years, which is probably the reason they are nearly all
renters.
Until we start getting some meaningful growth in
more stable households or families with children it is
not realistic to expect any significant jump in demand for
owned homes. Is that likely in the near future? There are
a couple of reasons to think so.
The most important reason for optimism is that
Millennials are bigger in numbers than Baby Boomers
ever were and they are moving into the age cohorts
where most households are homeowners. For purposes
of comparison we will assume that in 2014 Millennials
occupy the 20 year age range 20 to 39, while Baby
Boomers cover the 20 year age range 50 to 69 years old.
According to the most recent Census Bureau
projections of those two age groups we now have 86.1
million Millennials, but only 77.8 million Baby Boomers.
But most Millennials (52 percent) are ages 20 to 29 where
less than a third of households are homeowners while
all Baby Boomers are in the age groups where threequarters or more of all households are homeowners.

The only growth in young adults
households in the past five years has
been among non-families (people
who live alone or with unrelated
individuals), which rose 3 percent.
And most of that growth was among
young couples just living together,
which rose 7 percent over the past
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While there was almost no household formations to
speak of in the past five years we project that there will
be millions of households formed by these young adults
over the next five years. This is because in five years
Millennials who are now ages 20 to 39 will be ages 25 to
44, and if the past is any guide, a majority of them will
become homeowners.
We must keep in mind, however, that Millennials are
not acting like Baby Boomers when they were young and
it is unrealistic to think that they will buy homes in the
suburbs like Boomers did.
For one thing, Millennials are more diverse than
Boomers and are exhibiting a clear preference for
living in urban areas. Also Millennials have way more
college education debt and earn less in real terms than
Boomers at their age. Millions of Millennials are in the
unique position of having a mortgage, but no house and
insufficient cash flow to pay that mortgage off quickly.
Despite their low rates of household formation there
are now about 33 million Millennial households, and
most of them are renters. In five years we conservatively
project that there will be over 40 million Millennial
households ages 25 to 44, and at least half of them will
be homeowners.
That means Millennials are likely to be in the market
for between 5 and 7 million homes in the next five
years. A large fraction of them will probably be urban

9

condominiums rather than suburban single family
dwellings, but it still means a conversion of perhaps a
million households a year from renters to homeowners.
For this to actually happen two things will need
to occur. First, millions of relatively well-off parents
or grandparents will have to provide their debt-laden
Millennial children or grandchildren with at least part of
their down payment, and perhaps co-sign the mortgage.
Second, mortgage lenders may need to either loosen up
on their credit requirements or obtain some repayment
guarantee that is not now available.
The bottom line is that right now the demographic
picture does not look favorable for very many Millennials
to become homeowners. But it is my belief that over the
next five years that picture will change in quite dramatic
ways such that demand by first time home buyers will be
greater than it has been in many years.

Peter Francese is founder of the influential American
Demographics magazine, one of the most authoritative
sources on consumer trends for business leaders. Francese
has authored several books on how to effectively target
consumer markets, including: Capturing Customers (1991);
Marketing Know-How (1996); Marketing Insights to Help Your
Business Grow (1998). His most recent book, Communities
and Consequences (2008), was co-authored with Lorraine
Stuart Merrill. Francese writes periodically for Advertising
Age magazine. He can be reached at peter@francese.com
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NEWS BRIEFS
One in Four Americans Has No
Emergency Savings
Twenty-six percent of Americans have no emergency
savings, a new study by Bankrate.com revealed in June.
During the housing recovery, there has been little progress
when it comes to Americans’ saving capacity.
Bankrate’s June 2014 Financial Security Index, a monthly
telephone survey of more than 1,000 U.S. adults found
that two-thirds of people don’t have the recommended
six months of expenses saved. The findings are surprising
because many analysts had expected Americans’ saving
habit to change after the Great Recession, which showed
the importance of having money stashed away.
Even more surprising, Americans ages 30 to 49 are the
least likely to have any type of savings, and many experts
claim those are the years when the rainy day fund is critical.
Additionally, retirees were more than twice as likely (36
percent) to have saved at least six months’ of expenses as
18- to 29-year-olds (16 percent).
Despite Americans being more secure in their jobs
and more comfortable with their debt since the recession
ended, their savings capacity remains weak even among
those with highest-incomes, the report found.
SOURCE: Bankrate.com

Realtor Drones Grounded by FAA
The Federal Aviation Administration is warning real estate
agents who fly drones to take aerial photographs or video of
properties that they are engaging in commercial operations
— not “hobby or recreation” — and therefore need to be
certified by the FAA.
“A Realtor using a model aircraft to photograph a
property that he is trying to sell and using the photos in the
property’s real estate listing” is not engaged in a hobby or
recreation, according to the FAA.

Commercial drone flights are set to become a
widespread reality in the United States, starting next year,
under a 2012 law passed by Congress. Drone flights by law
enforcement agencies and the military, which already occur
on a limited basis, are projected to surge.
Drones have revolutionized warfare. Now they are
poised to revolutionize civil aviation. Under the law
passed by Congress, the Federal Aviation Administration is
scheduled to issue rules by September 2015 that will begin
the widespread integration of drones into civilian airspace.
SOURCE: Federal Aviation Administration

Maine Supreme Court Hands MERS
Major Defeat
The Maine Supreme Court handed the Mortgage Electronic
Registry System, or MERS, a major loss against Thomas Cox,
the attorney who first made robosigning a national issue.
In Bank of America v. Greenleaf, Maine’s highest court
ruled that MERS does not have the power to assign a
mortgage in Maine. The court found that the banks had no
authority to foreclose and that the evidence they offered at
trail was insufficient.
Maine is the first state supreme court with such a
decision. If other states go this way, MERS is in trouble.
SOURCE: Naked Capitalism

THE LATEST INDUSTRY
NEWS AND TRENDS
www.RealtyTrac.com/Content

Translation: Realtors need a pilot’s license or will face a
large fine.
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LEGAL BRIEFS
U.S. Gov. Slaps SunTrust with $968
Million Settlement
Atlanta lender SunTrust Mortgage Inc. agreed to pay
$968 million to settle mortgage origination fraud and
foreclosure abuse claims after admitting to the harmful
practices, according to the U.S. Department of Justice.
The pact announced June 17 is an outgrowth of an
effort by the government to penalize banks for what
officials say were rampant problems in their businesses of
making mortgages and collecting payments.

“It makes no sense for our federal government to
stand in the way of this work to help struggling families
stay in their homes, and it is illegal for Fannie and Freddie
to do this in Massachusetts,” AG Coakley said in a written
statement. “For too long, Fannie and Freddie have been
roadblocks to progress in addressing this foreclosure
crisis, and I urge them to immediately reverse their policy
on this common-sense program.”
The case is Commonwealth of Massachusetts v. Federal
Housing Finance Agency, Massachusetts Superior Court,
Suffolk County (Boston).
SOURCE: Boston.com

Under the terms of the agreements, $500 million will
go towards consumer relief and $468 million in penalties.
The settlement involves 49 state attorneys general and
several federal agencies.

Ocwen to Pay $3.7 Million to Settle
Massachusetts Claims

SunTrust is the 14th largest U.S. mortgage lender by
origination volume.

Ocwen Financial Corp. agreed to pay $3.7 million to settle
a Massachusetts lawsuit claiming the bank didn’t give
homeowners required notices and illegally foreclosed on
properties.

SOURCE: The Wall Street Journal

Massachusetts Sues FHFA, GSEs
Over Foreclosure Law
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac were sued by Massachusetts
for allegedly failing to comply with a state law that lets
nonprofit organizations buy foreclosed homes to sell them
back to their former homeowners.

Under the settlement, the homeowners will get $3
million of the settlement, with the balance going to the
state, according to Attorney General Martha Coakley.
Ocwen allegedly failed to follow state law for notices
and mortgage assignments in the handling of certain
mortgage loans. Additionally, Litton Home Servicing
Limited Partnership, a company acquired by Ocwen,
allegedly initiated foreclosures when it did not hold the
actual mortgages.

Massachusetts Attorney General Martha Coakley has
sued the two government-backed finance companies and
the Federal Housing Finance Agency, the U.S. regulator
that oversees them on June 2, in a bid to force them to
comply with the state law designed to stem the tide of
foreclosures in Massachusetts. The law was passed in
August 2012.

“Massachusetts homeowners faced unnecessary
challenges due to these companies failure to provide
proper notices and by initiating illegal foreclosures,”
said AG Coakley in a written statement. “This agreement
provides for direct relief for affected borrowers and
requires that Ocwen undertake efforts to repair problem
titles in the Commonwealth.”

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac require nonprofits
that buy foreclosed homes and resell them to their
former owners to pay the full amount of the mortgages
or the properties’ fair market value, whichever is higher,
according to a complaint filed in state court in Boston. That
policy runs afoul of a state law that allows a foreclosedhome purchase at the lesser price, Coakley said.

In 2012, Ocwen, the fourth-largest mortgage servicers
in the U.S., agree to provide $2.1 billion in relief to
homeowners to settle claims over abuses in its handling of
borrowers’ loans.
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FINANCIAL NEWS
Economy: New Homes Go From Big to
Bigger
As the housing market continues its slow amid the long
recovery, Americans are building larger homes with more
bathrooms, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. A record
44 percent of new homes in 2013 had four bedrooms or
more, up from 41 percent in 2012. The median size of a
newly built home came in at 2,384 square feet last year,
up 3.4 percent from 2012. Additionally, of the new homes
built last year, 33 percent had three or more bathrooms.
This is surprising because American households aren’t
getting bigger — in fact, they’re shrinking. In 2013, the
median U.S. household had 2.54 people, the lowest perhousehold average since 1960. That means lots of new
houses have more toilets than people.

Finance: Fed Continues to Cut Bond
Purchases
The Federal Open Market Committee took pains on June
18th not to disrupt the housing market, the stock market
or economic markets. The FOMC announced that it would
continue to wind down its monthly purchases of mortgage
and Treasury bonds by another $10 billion starting in July,
to $35 billion, marking the fifth consecutive meeting in
which it has reduced such purchases from an $85 billion
per month high-water mark, according to a Fed statement.

Housing Finance: HUD Nominee
Ducks Questions About Eminent
Domain at Hearing
HUD nominee Julian Castro pledged to recapitalize the
FHA insurance fund and work with Congress on GSE
reform but equivocated when a Senator asked about
cities condemning underwater mortgages. When Senator
Patrick J. Toomey of Pennsylvania pressed Castro about
whether he supported cities’ use of eminent domain to
confiscate mortgages and halt foreclosures, Castro was

noncommittal, saying he would study the question and
take it up with the committee at a later time. Senator
Toomey, appearing frustrated, said, “I see I’m not going
to get an answer to my question,” according to The New
York Times.

Finance: Well Fargo Cuts Mortgage
Jobs
A slowdown in refinancing and mortgage origination
at Well Fargo has resulted in a new round of layoffs in
June, according to the San Francisco Business Times. San
Francisco-based Wells will cut another 249 jobs in its
home lending operation. The industry started slashing
tens of thousands of jobs last year when higher interest
rates turned off the refinancing tap. Last summer, Wells
cut 2,300 mortgage workers and another 700 earlier this
year. Last fall Bank of America cut 3000 mortgage workers.
Like Wells, Bank of America said fewer homeowners in
default contributed to the layoffs.

Refinance: HARP Remains Set to
Expire 2015
Despite speculatuion that Federal Housing Finance
Agency Director Mel Watt would extend the Home
Affordable Refinance Program (HARP) to Dec. 31, 2016,
he did not. Created in in 2009, HARP is a federal program
administered by Federal Housing Finance Agency to
help underwater borrowers refinance their mortgages.
Approximately, 900,000 homeowners have benefited
from HARP refinances. The HARP program will expire on
Dec. 31, 2015.
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STATE SPOTLIGHT

San Diego Home Prices Start Easing
By Octavio Nuiry, Managing Editor

Constrained by geography, coastal California cities are
hemmed in by mountains and ocean — and San Diego is
no exception.

“Now that inventory is creeping into the market, prices
are going to get soft,” he said. “Still, the numbers are rock
solid; the market is solid. I’m also tracking affordability,
consumer sentiment and builder sentiment.”

California’s second-largest city is a collection of
quirky, sun-drenched neighborhoods that encircle
Two years ago, with inventory in San Diego shrinking,
downtown, from surfer hangouts like
former rehabber Leo Clark, with Infill
Pacific Beach near La Jolla in northern
Enterprises, went from rehabbing
San Diego County (North County to
properties to buying land and building
locals) to gentrifying neighborhoods
new homes. Clark and his partner Ken
like Little Italy in northern downtown.
Wenrick teamed up together and started
This fast-growing metro — the nation’s
building new homes.
eighth-largest metropolitan area — is a
military town, where the Navy and other
“In 2012, the market was shifting,”
branches of the military are the city’s
recalled Clark, who saw a new opportunity
largest employer, with seven Navy and
in the new build market. “Inventory was
Marine bases with 40,000 uniformed
drying up, and competition was getting
military personnel, plus 20,000 militaryharder and harder. I had heard from
related civilian employees. A city of
Bruce Norris that new construction was
nearly 1.3 million, San Diego is the home
rising. I knew Ken had built new homes,
Richard Worcester
port of the Pacific Fleet, the largest naval
so we met and started talking about
Broker and investor
fleet in the world. It’s also a college town,
teaming up.
San Diego Realty and
home to San Diego State University and
Investment Group
the University of San Diego.
“When inventory starts to decline
and prices start going up, it created
Richard Worcester, a broker and
this perfect storm for new housing,”
investor with San Diego Realty and
said Wenrick, explaining the company’s
The inventory is
Investment Group, said there’s a change
investment strategy. “Right now track
loosening up. There’s
in the San Diego real estate market.
builders are scrambling to find land to
definitely more
build housing and satisfy demand.”
inventory. I’ve seen
“The inventory is loosening up,” said
a sizable increase in
Worcester, a long-time North County
Clark and Wenrick said they have
inventory in the last
flipper who works the northern San Diego
several
new homes in the pipeline and
couple of weeks.
communities of Carlsbad, Escondido,
are constantly scouting for lots. They
Oceanside and Valley Center. “There’s
usually pay between $80,000 to $150,000
definitely more inventory. I’ve seen a sizable increase in for half-acre lots. It takes them six to nine months to
inventory in the last couple of weeks.”
complete a new home.
Worcester fears the growing inventory could put
downward pressure on home prices.

“We build where houses will sell quickly,” said Clark.
“We buy lots where people want to live. We also follow
closely what the big builders are doing.”
Continued Next Page
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Sales of new homes in May rose to the highest level
in six years, according the Commerce Department. New
homes sales jumped 18.6 percent in May, pushing the
seasonally adjusted annual sales rate to 504,000, the
highest level since May 2008.
Timing More Important Than Location
For some investors, cash flow is more
important than appreciation, but for San
Diego economist and investor Robert
M. Campbell timing market trends is
much more important than location,
appreciation or cash flow.
“There are five early warning signs
that indicate a market is about to go from
boom to bust,” said Campbell, referring
to the “vital signs” he tracks monthly
about when to buy and sell real estate,
including existing home sales, new
home building permits, mortgage loan
defaults, foreclosure sales and mortgage
rates. “The secret of surviving real estate
downturns is to be a spectator, not a
participant. You want to be out of the
market waiting to buy low … not in the
market waiting to recoup losses.”
Campbell fears that a flurry of recent
housing data suggests that the San Diego
market is starting to sputter.

“Currently, three vital signs are in trends that are
friendly to price appreciation (new home building permits,
notices of defaults, foreclosure sales), and two are in
trends that are unfriendly to price appreciation (existing
home sales and mortgage rates),” writes Campbell in his
latest newsletter.
“Demand has been driven up by
low interest rates and supply has been
driven down to ultra-lows because the
banks don’t have to get rid of the REO,”
said Campbell, referring to bank-owned
properties. “If interest rates go up we are
done.”
“The market
forecaster.”

Robert Campbell
Economist, investor and
author of “Timing the Real
Estate Market”

Currently, three vital
signs are in trends that
are friendly to price
appreciation (new
home building permits,
notices of defaults,
foreclosure sales),
and two are in trends
that are unfriendly
to price appreciation
(existing home sales and
mortgage rates).

“While housing prices are still rising,
some of the key underlying fundamentals
that I follow are starting to weaken,” said
Campbell, a UCLA-trained economist,
investor and author of “Timing the Real
Estate Market,” a book about predicting
the peaks and valleys of real estate
cycles. “If you get the timing right you can
make a lot of money. If you get the timing wrong you can
lose a lot of money.”

Campbell, who also publishes a bi-monthly newsletter,
“The Campbell Real Estate Timing Letter,” said interest
rates have been driven down artificially to record lows
by the Federal Reserve through the quantitative easing
programs.

is

its

own

best

Prices Rise, But Sales Plummet
The
number
of
homes
and
condominiums that sold in San Diego
County in May declined steeply as
the median price for a single family
home rose to $500,000 — a level that
hasn’t been seen locally in seven years,
according to the San Diego Association
of Realtors. The Realtor group showed
that 1,703 houses were sold in May, a 14
percent drop from April and 30 percent
below May 2013.

The median price of a house in
May was up 2 percent over April, and
7 percent higher than May of last year,
according to SDAR. The 750 sales of
attached homes in May decreased 26
percent from April, and was 27 percent
lower than May 2013. San Diego County
submarkets vary widely based on
geography and the quality of the local
schools districts, real estate professionals say. At $1.7
million, the coastal enclave of Del Mar was the priciest
neighborhood, while the inland desert town of Borrego
Springs was the cheapest at $46,500.
Housing Affordability Index
With San Diego home prices rising, so too are the number
of people who can’t afford to purchase a home in San
Diego County. The California Association of Realtors (CAR)
Continued Next Page
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Rich Toscano
Partner
Pacific Capital Associates
San Diego has become
somewhat over-priced
by not like the bubble
years. Homes are pretty
expensive, but much less
expensive than the bubble
years. There’s certainly
room for appreciation.
Affordability Index placed San Diego at 27 percent, down
from 38 percent last year. This means that 27 percent of
income earners can afford to purchase a median-priced
home. In other words, low affordability is locking out 73
percent of homebuyers.

who runs the blog piggington.com, a local
San Diego real estate website. “Homes are
pretty expensive, but much less expensive
than the bubble years. There’s certainly
room for appreciation.”
Toscano, a computer scientist by
trade, worries that rising interest rates
could harm the nascent San Diego housing
rebound.
“The real issue is rising interest rates,”
said Toscano. “Look what happened last
year; interest rates went up one percentage
point. Rising interest rates would be a big
problem for housing.”

After fast appreciation last spring, San Diego home
prices have largely leveled out since interest rates rose
last summer and inventory tightened up, according to
Allison Marklein, an agent with RE/MAX Associates in
Rancho Bernardo. But with the stock of foreclosures and
short sales drying up, the market now hinges on regular

During the last reals estate crash, San Diego County
housing affordability hit 9 percent in 2005, meaning
91 percent of all buyers could
Continued Next Page
not afford the $600,000 median
priced home during the last
housing bubble. (See chart: San
Diego Housing Affordability Index
CALIF. HOUSING AFFORDABILITY INDEX (2006-2014)
– (2006 - 2014)
San Diego is one of the least
affordable places to own a home
in the United States, but is still one
of California’s more affordable
coastal
metropolitan
areas,
compared to San Francisco and
Los Angeles.
Rich Toscano, a partner with
Pacific Capital Associates, called
the last housing crash in 2005.
He began warning of a bubble
in 2004, when San Diego County
home prices were at historic highs,
but was met with skepticism.
“San Diego has become
somewhat over-priced by not like
the bubble years,” said Toscano,
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buyers, said Marklein.
“A few years ago, 80
percent of my business was
foreclosures,” said Marklein,
who works the entire San
Diego County. “In 2013, it
reversed to traditional equity
sales. A year ago, we’d get a
dozen offers on a listing, now
just a few. Buyers are more
selective. It’s not the frenzy
of 2006. It’s more difficult to
qualify for a loan. And buyers
have to have a lot of savings.”
Asked about investor
activity,
Marklein
said
investors are flocking to the
North Park neighborhood
near downtown, Mission
Valley and Little Italy.

SAN DIEGO DEFAULTS (2005-2014)

Source: RealtyTrac

Drawn by the rising rents,
gentrification and Art Deco and Craftsman architecture,
an eclectic mix of new businesses and young renters
has transformed North Park into one of the city’s most
vibrant and diverse districts.
Another neighborhood with great bones, said
Marklein, is Mission Valley.

Diego Harbor. Located north of downtown, Little Italy
is a community where Italian immigrants first settled at
the turn of the century. The area’s roots are more closely
linked to the fishing fleet, which was once based at the
foot of the neighborhood.

Distressed Inventory Disappears
Meanwhile, as prices rise the number of distressed
Meanwhile, Little Italy is a 50 block neighborhood properties is quickly disappearing, and the number of
of warehouses, offices and small restaurants on San underwater properties are decreasing too. Defaults
are down considerably in San Diego,
reaching pre-bubble levels similar to 2005.
Allison Marklein
In May 2014, there were only 433 defaults
Agent
countywide, down 32 percent year over
RE/MAX Associates
year, according to RealtyTrac. (See chart: San
Rancho Bernardo, Calif.
Diego Defaults - (2005 - 2014)
A year ago, we’d get a
dozen offers on a listing, now
just a few. Buyers are more
selective. It’s not the frenzy
of 2006. It’s more difficult to
qualify for a loan. And buyers
have to have a lot of savings.

Similarly, the number of bank
reposessions had dropped off considerably.
In May 2014, there were only 193 bank
reposessions in San Diego County,
compared with nearly 3,000 in August
2008. (See chart: San Diego REO Activity (2005 - 2014)
Continued Next Page
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SAN DIEGO REO ACTIVITY (2005-2014)

Source: RealtyTrac

San Diego is one of a number of cities, including
Baltimore and Denver, who have used the construction
of new baseball parks to spark the redevelopment of
downtown areas. When Petco Park, the San Diego Padres’
new baseball stadium, opened in 2004, it unleashed
a wave revitalization and redevelopment surrounding
the East Village district on the southeastern corner
of downtown San Diego. Today, East Village is a fastgentrifying neighborhood where condo towers rise amid
fast-disappearing dilapidated warehouses.
Other areas near and around downtown San Diego
have become popular with buyers. Beach communities

17

like Coronado, a town just over the bridge west of
downtown, has long been a site of vacation homes and a
popular site for investors.
Worcester, the North County flipper, fears the market
may be running out of steam. He has a warning for
buyers: “It’s OK now; but it isn’t going to be OK in three
years.”
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BOOK REVIEW

‘All the Presidents’ Bankers’
By Octavio Nuiry, Managing Editor

For Wall Street insider
turned journalist Nomi
Prins, the U.S. American
Dream operates on
two parallel tracks.
One track is for the
power elite — Wall
Street bankers and
Washington politicians.
The other track is for
everybody else.
In Prins’ new book,
All the Presidents’
Bankers: The Hidden
Alliance that Drives
American Power (Public
Affairs, 2014), she
weaves an interesting
but disturbing centuryold relationship between two elite America power sources —
U.S. presidents and Wall Street power brokers. Drawing on
exhaustive archival research, Prins traces the long symbiotic
relationship between the titans of finance in lower Manhattan
and the nation’s chief executives, starting with the Wall Street
Panic of 1907 to the Crash of 2008.
From Teddy Roosevelt to Barack Obama, from John
Pierpont (J.P.) Morgan to Jaimie Dimon, presidents and bankers,
writes Prins, have depended on each other to engineer some
of the American century’s seminal events, including financing
two World Wars, responding to the Great Depression, fighting
the Cold War, opening new international markets, creating
the Federal Reserve and the founding of the International
Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
Starting in the 1900s, Wall Street bankers and U.S.
presidents alike wanted a more stable banking system.
Republican president William H. Taft (1909-1913) and John
Pierpont (J.P.) Morgan and other bankers secretly devised a
centralized entity to prevent future Wall Street panics. The

seeds of these high-level, turn-of-the-century conversations
resulted in the creation of the Federal Reserve System (the
Fed) in 1913, a private organization run by the nation’s major
banks.
The financial monarchs created the Federal Reserve
System in 1913, essentially a private banking system composed
of 12 regional banks, with the most powerful bank being the
New York Fed, a network designed to protect the big banks
financial hegemony. Later, Democrat president Woodrow
Wilson (1913-1921) and the bankers’ interests were aligned in
financing America’s entry into World War I.
In the 1920s, the bankers and a succession of three
Republican presidents — Warren G. Harding (1921-1923),
Calvin Coolidge (1923-1929) and Herbert Hoover (1929-1933)
— ushered in a decade of political isolationism at home and
financial internationalism abroad as Wall Street bankers
looked to Europe to expand their business.
As the 20th century arrived, however, the WashingtonWall Street relationship changed. During the Great Depression
and World War II, four-term Democratic president Franklin D.
Roosevelt (1933-1945) continued the cozy Washington-Wall
Street relationship by selling war bonds and bolstering the
finance of U.S. allies abroad. But power shifted toward Wall
Street in the 1970s, placing more influence in the hands of Wall
Street financiers as deregulation and the rise to globalism after
the Arab oil embargo and Iranian revolution ushered in a new
period of interventionism.
For Prins, banking was her first profession before she
picked up the pen. Prins, who worked at Bear Stearns, Lehman
Brothers and Chase Manhattan Bank and is currently a senior
fellow at Demos, warns that most recent banking reforms,
namely Dodd-Frank, are “riddled with holes punched out by
bank lobbyists” that won’t prevent another economic crisis.
Oddly, Prins has very little to say about Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, the mortgage twins that played a central role in
the sub-prime mortgage crisis of 2008, and the subsequent
Continued Next Page
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Nomi Prins
Author of All the
Presidents’ Bankers

The most powerful banks are
bigger, more interconnected,
and more reliant on cheap
money and federal largesse
than ever. Their leaders are
unrepentant and
unaccountable.

global financial collapse. Still, she sees through the façade
of Dodd-Frank and the danger it poses to the overall U.S.
economy.
“If nothing changes fundamentally in the banking
landscape, more and larger crises are a given,” argues Prins.
“The most powerful banks are bigger, more interconnected,
and more reliant on cheap money and federal largesse than
ever. Their leaders are unrepentant and unaccountable. Their
political alliances require nothing of them anymore except
some fines that can be easily re-earned.”
Prins goes on to proclaim, “When money has no cost, the
consequences of using it irresponsibly have no cost either.

of the financial industry and realignment of
the power bankers wield over the general
economy, we will surely face more financial
crises in the years to come.”
		 Prins fears that we are headed for
another major “global catastrophe” soon.
She warns that America needs to sever the
multi-decade incestuous alliance between the
White House and Wall Street, or the power
elite will unleash another financial crisis more
catastrophic than the last financial meltdown.

“It is very easy to see how the system
could unravel because it isn’t stable,” write
Prins. “We are definitely in big trouble. There
is no way we are not headed for a crisis. . . . It should have
happened already, but the level of support is epic and reckless
from the political and financial elite.”
“It no longer matters who sits in the White House,” claims
Prins, blasting the unholy alliance between bankers and the
U.S. presidency. “Presidents no longer even try to garner
banker support for population-friendly policies,V and bankers
operate oblivious to the needs of national economies. There is
no counterbalance to their power.”
For Prins, America faces an ominous choice: “...either we
break the alliances, or they will break us.”

The bankers’ bets and actions crushed the global
economy before, and they will again. But they cannot be
allowed to continue. For absent a true shakeup in the structure
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State-by-State Foreclosure Activity Summary

TOP 20

Foreclosure rates in
the Nation’s 20 largest
metros in May 2014

Metro

Housing
Units Per
Foreclosure
Filing (Rate)

Rank

JULY 2014

State

Default

Auction

REO

Total

1/every X HU
(rate)

%Δ from
April 14

%Δ from
May 13

U.S. Total

34,366

47,085

28,373

109,824

1,199

-5.19

-25.82

28

Alabama

0

637

477

1,114

1,950

-27.19

-27.47

32

Alaska

0

92

49

141

2,166

13.71

-11.32

21

Arizona

0

1,103

765

1,868

1,521

0.54

-50.80

42

Arkansas

0

207

184

391

3,368

2.89

-53.89

13

California

5,998

4,125

2,558

12,681

1,078

-1.75

-25.71

40

Colorado

0

488

264

752

2,941

-46.48

-69.92

9

Connecticut

963

198

617

1,778

835

6.21

0.57

7

Delaware

219

203

74

496

818

-19.74

5.08

District of Columbia

0

17

5

22

13,485

83.33

100.00

1

Florida

4,902

9,543

6,173

20,618

436

-8.14

-30.36

15

Georgia

0

2,330

1,057

3,387

1,206

-13.22

-42.22

36

Hawaii

152

30

29

211

2,464

-14.57

-48.03

23

Idaho

213

79

96

388

1,718

45.86

94.00

Illinois

2,250

2,408

2,043

6,701

790

-10.59

-23.11

Palm Bay, FL

303

4

Daytona Beach, FL

314

8

Indiana

1,108

1,644

648

3,400

823

-17.23

11.55

16

Iowa

401

268

403

1,072

1,248

-16.45

141.44

Orlando, FL

336

39

Kansas

121

150

160

431

2,861

4.87

-46.92

37

Kentucky

223

328

206

757

2,547

-26.00

-20.15

Lakeland, FL

379

25

Louisiana

298

340

409

1,047

1,876

-33.10

-28.43

11

Maine

454

145

154

753

958

19.52

26.77

2

Maryland

1,640

1,290

899

3,829

621

0.45

-5.15

Massachusetts

698

550

166

1,414

1,983

57.46

57.99

Port St. Lucie, FL

381

Ocala, FL

384

30
27

Michigan

0

1,334

992

2,326

1,948

-16.90

-52.78

Tampa, FL

386

34

Minnesota

0

609

378

987

2,379

-36.40

-48.24

Miami, FL

405

48

Mississippi

0

20

72

92

13,851

17.95

-41.03

35

Missouri

0

682

443

1,125

2,409

-15.16

-37.67

49

Montana

0

10

9

19

25,337

-60.42

-62.00

44

Nebraska

9

46

49

104

7,665

-12.61

-57.38

3

Nevada

708

551

375

1,634

717

7.36

-57.10

24

New Hampshire

0

195

156

351

1,749

-0.28

-8.12

6

New Jersey

2,382

1,503

477

4,362

815

-14.10

36.78

Rockford, IL

450

York, PA

478

Atlantic City, NJ

495

Pensacola, FL

503

Reading, PA

26

New Mexico

208

123

141

472

1,908

-22.37

9.01

22

New York

3,769

494

478

4,741

1,709

25.29

17.73

514

29

North Carolina

598

1,032

552

2,182

1,982

4.05

-36.53

50

North Dakota

0

0

2

2

159,734

0.00

-80.00

Jacksonville, FL

536

5

Ohio

2,510

2,449

1,406

6,365

805

-6.85

-27.42

Columbia, SC

544

33

Oklahoma

232

218

302

752

2,213

-17.36

-33.04

19

Oregon

173

714

258

1,145

1,462

3.34

-6.07

12

Pennsylvania

1,784

2,881

891

5,556

1,001

29.78

-4.37

18

Rhode Island

0

186

136

322

1,437

-3.30

-2.13

10

South Carolina

1,154

708

645

2,507

851

4.59

-28.94

46

South Dakota

0

20

19

39

9,328

-29.09

-32.76

43

Tennessee

0

506

261

767

3,666

-9.87

-62.35

38

Texas

36

2,897

920

3,853

2,590

-6.21

-29.82

17

Utah

231

403

133

767

1,278

-12.64

117.90

47

Vermont

0

23

8

31

10,395

106.67

-50.00

31

Virginia

0

1,094

479

1,573

2,140

-7.96

-28.82

20

Washington

56

1,288

590

1,934

1,491

1.15

-50.26

45

West Virginia

0

34

78

112

7,877

77.78

-21.68

14

Wisconsin

876

847

651

2,374

1,104

1.02

-29.60

41

Wyoming

0

43

36

79

3,309

16.18

-18.56vv

Chicago, IL

573

Cleveland, OH

605

Las Vegas, NV

618

Riverside, CA

622

Bakersfield, CA

632
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Residential Sales Counts & Median Prices by State — May 2014
U.S. Total

Annualized Sales

%Δ from April 2104

%Δ from May 2013

5,147,550

0%

1%

Alabama

Median Sales Price
$

180,000

%Δ from April 2014

%Δ from May 2013

Distressed
Discount%

6%

13%

37%

$116,775

4%

3%

49%

Alaska*

10,092

-1%

10%

$249,900

1%

0%

Arizona

151,423

-2%

-10%

$170,000

3%

6%

22%

Arkansas

30,320

0%

-1%

$126,000

3%

2%

43%

California

464,373

-2%

-15%

$365,000

3%

16%

31%

Colorado

122,378

0%

0%

$235,000

3%

6%

30%

Connecticut

23,307

0%

-15%

$234,900

2%

4%

Delaware

17,639

1%

2%

$189,000

2%

7%

46%

District of Columbia

9,320

1%

-3%

$474,000

4%

5%

25%

Florida

545,581

1%

-3%

$139,000

3%

11%

30%

Georgia

174,544

-1%

0%

$135,000

6%

16%

42%

Hawaii

20,348

-1%

0%

$430,000

-2%

-4%

Idaho*

23,411

-3%

-2%

$189,000

2%

5%

Illinois

198,121

1%

14%

$167,000

6%

17%

Indiana*

86,123

1%

8%

$134,900

4%

4%

Iowa

$135,000

0%

3%

Kansas*

$149,500

3%

7%

$149,000

3%

5%

$160,000

1%

0%

$199,900

0%

3%

Kentucky
Louisiana*

41,537

-1%

-2%

Maine*
Maryland

86,374

1%

-2%

$225,000

3%

2%

Massachusetts

44,273

-2%

-28%

$334,000

1%

8%

47%

38%

Michigan

160,962

1%

-3%

$100,000

11%

18%

54%

Minnesota

79,143

1%

-3%

$185,000

5%

14%

29%

Mississippi*

8,629

-1%

35%

$150,000

1%

4%
4%

Missouri*

89,402

0%

8%

$144,900

4%

Montana*

11,227

-3%

-3%

$249,000

4%

4%

Nebraska

29,335

-1%

12%

$134,000

5%

8%

35%

Nevada

72,419

0%

-7%

$165,000

0%

14%

19%

New Hampshire

13,164

2%

29%

$235,000

2%

2%

New Jersey

87,615

1%

2%

$249,000

2%

2%

New Mexico*

29,180

0%

6%

$195,000

3%

-2%

37%

New York

160,966

0%

5%

$339,000

3%

28%

35%

North Carolina

165,752

0%

6%

$148,500

6%

4%

44%

North Dakota

7,297

-3%

-9%

$177,992

-4%

0%

Ohio

190,076

1%

5%

$111,200

7%

19%

54%

Oklahoma

57,798

1%

4%

$122,500

5%

1%

44%

Oregon

66,240

-1%

1%

$234,900

3%

8%

26%

Pennsylvania

157,476

1%

-1%

$132,000

3%

0%

50%

Rhode Island

7,473

-1%

-19%

$239,900

4%

2%

South Carolina

91,201

0%

-2%

$133,000

4%

6%

$165,000

1%

3%

South Dakota
Tennessee

125,329

0%

5%

$122,500

2%

8%

Texas*

526,951

1%

0%

$194,900

3%

3%

38%

45%

Utah*

66,001

-1%

-1%

$239,900

2%

7%

Vermont

7,772

-1%

-5%

$181,000

1%

2%

55%

Virginia

102,971

0%

-1%

$307,000

6%

16%

35%

Washington

119,063

0%

6%

$244,500

3%

9%

30%

West Virginia

6,375

1%

-7%

$159,900

1%

3%

Wisconsin

75,128

-1%

2%

$142,500

2%

6%

Wyoming*

5,823

-3%

3%

$235,000

9%

-2%

* Insufficient

data available for states not included in the table and blank cells

54%
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